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ABSTRACT
This study aims at investigating the emissions of cathode gas-phase polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) from a
single direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) at different operating parameters (methanol concentration, methanol flowrate,
oxygen flowrate, and cell temperature). At the standard test condition (run A1), the concentrations of stage 1 (S1) and S2
PAHs ranged from non-detect (ND) to 10.3 ± 2.54 (Nap) and ND to 0.148 ± 0.047 (IND) µg Nm–3, respectively; furthermore,
the Total-PAHs and Total-BaPeq concentrations of S1 + S2 were 21.2 ± 4.48 µg Nm–3 and 409 ± 226 ng Nm–3, respectively.
The operating parameters significantly influenced the patterns of PAH concentration profiles. Decreasing with increasing
methanol flowrate and concentration or decreasing oxygen flowrate and cell temperature, the ranges of Total-PAHs and
Total-BaPeq concentrations of S1 + S2 for different runs were (36.4 ± 10.9)‒(0.98 ± 0.21) µg Nm–3 and (409 ± 226)‒(98.7 ±
30.3) ng Nm–3, respectively, with corresponding emission factors from 0.07 ± 0.03 to 2.44 ± 0.52 µg g-electrode–1 and from
7.58 ± 2.32 to 47.1 ± 26.0 ng g-electrode–1, respectively. At the same operating condition, more cathode gas-phase TotalPAHs and Total-BaPeq emissions were observed for the DMFC using a HE membrane-electrode assembly (MEA) than for
using an E-TEK MEA. The DMFC had the lowest performance when the cell temperature was 60°C.
Keywords: Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH); Direct methanol fuel cell; Emission factor; Gas-phase PAH.

INTRODUCTION
The use of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells
(PEMFCs) in the transport and other sectors for power
generation may alleviate the consumption of fossil fuels
along with its atmospheric emission of greenhouse gases
(mainly carbon dioxide) and air pollutants, such as nitrogen
oxides, sulfur oxides, volatile organic compounds, particulate
matter, and others (Kumar et al., 2014; Joghee et al., 2015).
As one kind of PEMFCs, direct methanol fuel cells (DMFCs),
enabling the direct conversion of the chemical energy stored in
liquid methanol fuel to electrical energy with main by-products
of water and carbon dioxide, are advantageous in power
supply of transportation (without on-board storage constraints)
(Joghee et al., 2015) and portable electronic devices (Joghee
et al., 2015; Deng et al., 2019). However, in comparison to
H2-based fuel cells, DMFCs suffer from challenges such as
lower efficiency, lower power density, and higher cost,
which impede their commercialization, although the DMFC
technology has great potential for commercialization to

power small portable appliances (Joghee et al., 2015).
A DMFC normally has a membrane-electrode assembly
(MEA) symmetrically sandwiched by two Telfon gaskets,
two carbon (graphite) blocks (with gas flow channels), two
copper current collectors, and two aluminum end plates
(Bahrami and Faghri, 2013; Tiwari et al., 2013; Falcão et al.,
2014). It is common for an acid-based DMFC to use an MEA
which consists of a polymer electrolyte (or proton exchange)
membrane (PEM), anode catalyst layer on gas diffusion
layer (GDL), and cathode catalyst layer on cathode GDL
(Bahrami and Faghri, 2013). Accordingly, the structure of an
acid type DMFC can be depicted as Fig. 1. Moreover, the
main electrochemical reactions at anode and cathode are
methanol oxidation (reaction 1) (E0 = 0.016 V vs. standard
hydrogen electrode (SHE)) and oxygen reduction (reaction 2)
(E0 = 1.229 V vs. SHE), respectively (Tiwari et al., 2013).
CH3OH + H2O → CO2 + 6H+ + 6e–

(1)

1.5O2 + 6H+ + 6e– → 3H2O

(2)

Therefore, the overall reaction (E0 = 1.21 V vs. SHE) can
be shown as follows:
*
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CH3OH + 1.5O2 → CO2 + 2H2O

(3)
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Fig. 1. The scheme of single DMFC with symmetrical components (A: current collector, B: graphite block, C: flow channel,
D: gas diffusion layer, E: PtRu anode, F: Nafion membrane, G: Pt cathode, and P: end plate) (MEA: D + E + F + G + D).
To enhance methanol oxidation activity and minimize CO
poisoning, PtRu is more frequently used than other Pt-based
binary alloys as the anode catalyst for DMFCs (Tiwari et al.,
2013; Mansor et al., 2019), while Pt is more often to be
adopted as the cathode catalyst than Pd and Au or binary
metals (Tiwari et al., 2013). Various carbon materials such as
functionalized mesoporous carbon, activated carbon nanotube,
graphene, carbon nanofiber, and carbon nanosphere) are
candidates for being used to support anode and cathode
catalysts (Tiwari et al., 2013; Tsukagoshi et al., 2018; Mansor
et al., 2019), while carbon blacks are often used for the
fabrication of bipolar/end plates and GDLs (e.g., carbon
paper or cloth) (Tran et al., 2015; Zeis, 2015; Lee and Lee,
2016).
According to reaction 1, CO2 will be generated from the
methanol oxidation at anode during the operation of DMFC
(Li and Faghri, 2013; Tiwari et al., 2013), although they are
considered as environmental friendly due to less air pollutant
emissions, in comparison to gasoline-powered vehicles
(Joghee et al., 2015). Additionally, DMFCs probably might
emit some toxic byproducts, such as formic acid,
methylformate, formaldehyde, and methylal) (Wasmus and
Küver, 1999; Nakagawa et al., 2009). Therefore, more
fundamental research is necessary to make DMFC technology
more appealing and the DMFC systems more competitive in
the portable power market (Li and Faghri, 2013).
Our earlier works reported the emissions of polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) originally absorbed on
carbon materials from a H2-O2 PEMFC which is usually
claimed for power generation with zero emission (Huang et
al., 2015; Huang et al., 2016; Huang et al., 2018). Polycyclic
aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) having chemical structures
with two or more benzene rings are generated from natural
combustion or anthropogenic activities such as incomplete
combustion and/or pyrosynthesis of organic compounds (Li
et al., 2017; Siudek and Frankowski, 2018). Long been
concerned for adverse impacts on health and the environment,
PAHs can be generated from various sources (e.g., domestic
combustion, vehicle exhaust, industry and power stations)

(Mario et al., 2018), and are now widely distributed in the
global atmosphere, particularly in that of populated and
industrial regions (Fan et al., 2017; Lai et al., 2017; Li et al.,
2017; Saha et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2017; Dat et al., 2018;
Jiang et al., 2018; Wright et al., 2018; Xu et al., 2018; Zhang
et al., 2018). To minimize the adverse effects of methanol
crossover, it is common that the methanol concentrations
used for active and passive DMFCs are 1–2 M (3–6 wt%)
and ~3 M (10 wt%), respectively, at tested temperature = 60–
120°C and suitable stoichiometric methanol to O2 flowrate
ratios (Li and Faghri, 2013; Joghee et al., 2015). In addition
to methanol concentration and cell temperature, other
operating parameters such as anode methanol and cathode
oxygen flowrates may influence the emission of byproducts
or pollutants from a DMFC. However, little attention has
been paid to the emission of PAHs from DMFCs. In this
study, we explored the emissions gas-phase PAHs and
BaPeq from a DMFC under different anode methanol and
cathode oxygen flowrates, methanol concentrations, and
temperatures.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Membrane-Electrode Assembly (MEA) and Fuel Cell
Emission Test
The tested membrane-electrode assemblies (MEAs) were
mostly purchased from Hephas Energy (HE) Co., Ltd. Each
HE MEA, consisted of a proton exchange membrane (PEM)
(solid electrolyte) (Nafion-115) sandwiched with two
dispersed catalyst layers and gas diffusion layers (GDLs),
had an anode PtRu loading of 3 mg cm–2 and a cathode Pt
loading of 0.3 mg cm–2. For comparison, E-TEK MEAs were
also tested. The PEM, anode catalyst loading, and cathode
catalyst loading of each E-TEK MEA were Nafion–117,
4 mg-PtRu cm–2 and 4 mg-Pt cm–2, respectively. The structure
of MEA was reported in our earlier papers (Huang et al.,
2006; Lai et al., 2012; Huang et al., 2015, 2016, 2018).
In this study, the tested DMFC had components of MEA,
carbon blocks, and copper current collectors serially
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connected together as shown in Fig. 1. Installed on a standard
fuel cell test station, the DMFC was run at 0.3 V (cathode
humidification temperature = 40°C) for 6.4 h and then
another 6.4 h for stages 1 and 2 (S1 and S2) PAH samplings,
respectively, under different anode methanol flow rates (2
and 10 mL min–1), methanol concentration (2 and 4 M), cathode
oxygen flow rates (100 and 150 sccm) and temperatures (60°C
and 80°C). The tested operating parameters of different runs
(A1, B, C, D, E, and A2) are summarized in Table 1. For
comparing PAHs emission using different MEAs, the runs
A1 (HE MEA) and A2 (E-TEK MEA) had the same operating
conditions: methanol concentration = 2 M, methanol flowrate =
2 mL min–1, oxygen flowrate = 150 sccm, and cell temperature
= 80°C. Moreover, the run A1 is denoted as the standard test
condition. A potentiostat (CHI 660A Electrochemical
Analyzer) plus PC system connected with the test station was
used to perform the AC impedance measurements for
methanol oxidation and oxygen reduction reactions in the
frequency range of 10 K to 0.01 Hz (10 mV amplitude) at
0.5 V using the oxygen-feeding cathode (working electrode)
and methanol-feeding anode (counter electrode).
PAH Sampling, Analysis, and Quality Control
During cell operation, a peristaltic pump (ChromTech TP320) was used to circulate the anode fuel (methanol) between
the anode and a reservoir, while the cathode-feeding gas was
oxygen and its flowrate was regulated by a mass flow
controller. The gas-phase PAH samples were collected from
the cathode emission port connected with a glass cartridge
which was packed with XAD-16 resin granules and supported
by a polyurethane foam (PUF) plug. Similar cathode sampling
systems for PAH collection were also addressed in our
previous works (Huang et al., 2015, 2016, 2018).
For each experiment, triplicate PAH samplings (n = 3)

were performed. After PAH collection, cell polarization tests
were performed at different anode/cathode flowrates or cell
temperatures. The tested 21 PAH species were: naphthalene
(Nap), acenaphthylene (AcPy), acenaphthene (Acp), fluorene
(Flu), phenanthrene (PA), anthracene (Ant), fluoranthene (FL),
pyrene (Pyr), benzo(a)anthracene (BaA), chrysene (CHR),
cyclopenta(c,d)pyrene (CYC), benzo(b)fluoranthene (BbF),
benzo(k)fluoranthene (BkF), benzo(e)pyrene (BeP),
benzo(a)pyrene (BaP), perylene (PER), indeno(1,2,3,cd)pyrene
(IND),
dibenzo(a,h)anthrance
(DBA),
benzo(b)chrycene (BbC), benzo(ghi)perylene (BghiP), and
coronene (COR). These PAH species were classified into
three categories: low molecular weight (LMW-PAHs, 2-/3-ring
PAHs: NaP, AcPy, AcP, Flu, Ant, and PA), middle molecular
weight (MMW-PAHs, 4-ring PAHs: FL, Pyr, BaA, and CHR),
and high molecular weight (HMW-PAHs, 5-/6-/7-ring PAHs:
CYC, BbF, BkF, BeP, BaP, PER, DBA, BbC, IND, BghiP,
and COR). The Total-PAHs concentration was obtained
from the sum of the concentrations of 21 PAH species.
One of our earlier papers provided the details of PAHs
extraction by Soxhlet extraction method, the identification/
quantification of PAHs (with blank correction) by gas
chromatograph/mass spectrometry (GC/MS), and the quality
assurance (QA)/quality control (QC) procedures for PAHs
GC/MS analysis (Huang et al., 2015). The correlation
coefficients of the calibration curves were 0.994–0.999. The
average relative standard deviation (RSD) of the GC/MS
integration area was 3.0% with a range of 0.8–5.1% in ten
consecutive injections of a PAH 610-M standard. Through
seven consecutive injections, the range of total recovery
efficiencies of PAHs was from 83% to 112%, while the average
recoveries of the five internal standards were 85–93%.
The coefficients of variation for repeat injections of the
standard solution (containing PAH Mixture-610 M (16 PAHs)

Table 1. Operating conditions (OPs: methanol concentration, methanol flowrate, O2 flowrate, and cell temperature); gasphase Total-PAHs concentrations and Total-BaPeq concentrations and emission factors (EFs) for the stage 1 (S1), stage 2
(S2), and sums (S1 + S2) at different runs.
Run

Methanol
conc. (M)

Methanol flowrate
(mL min–1)

O2 flowrate
(sccm)

Cell temp.
(°C)

A1
B
C
D
E
A2

2
2
4
2
2
2

2
10
2
2
2
2

150
150
150
100
150
150

80
80
80
80
60
80

Total-PAHs
S1 + S2
(µg Nm–3)
21.2 ± 4.48
3.31 ± 0.43
9.68 ± 3.44
0.98 ± 0.21
7.98 ± 3.85
36.4 ± 10.9

Total-BaPeq
S1 + S2
(ng Nm–3)
409 ± 226
102 ± 32.6
102 ± 40.7
98.7 ± 30.3
257 ± 51.7
82.3 ± 35.3

Total-BaPeq (ng g-electrode–1)
Total-PAHs (µg g-electrode–1)
S1
S2
S1 + S2
S1
S2
S1 + S2
A1
2.38 ± 0.52
0.06 ± 0.02
2.44 ± 0.52
30.8 ± 22.8
16.3 ± 12.5
47.1 ± 26.0
B
0.07 ± 0.04
0.31 ± 0.02
0.38 ± 0.05
2.42 ± 1.96
9.34 ± 3.20
11.8 ± 3.75
C
0.81 ± 1.00
0.31 ± 0.24
1.12 ± 1.03
6.93 ± 2.94
4.78 ± 3.65
11.7 ± 4.68
D
0.06 ± 0.02
0.01 ± 0.02
0.07 ± 0.03
7.03 ± 2.21
0.55 ± 0.71
7.58 ± 2.32
E
0.23 ± 0.09
0.69 ± 0.78
0.92 ± 0.79
14.1 ± 3.12
15.5 ± 5.08
29.6 ± 5.96
A2
3.39 ± 1.08
1.62 ± 1.26
5.01 ± 1.66
6.69 ± 3.54
5.58 ± 4.01
12.2 ± 5.35
Runs A1 (using a HE MEA) and A2 (using an E-TEK MEA) have the same operating condition.
EFs
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and five Merck PAH standards) were all less than 5% for all
of the analyzed PAHs, while those obtained by replicate
analysis were 2–10%. The limits of detection (LODs) of
GC/MS were between 0.071 and 0.936 ng for the 21 PAH
compounds based on the analyses of serial dilutions of PAH
standards. The limit of quantification (LOQ) (= LOD/sampling
volume) values of the 21 PAH compounds were 0.076–
0.175 ng Nm–3.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Effects of Anode Methanol Flowrate and Concentration
on PAHs Emissions
Fig. 2 shows the concentration profiles of gas-phase
21 PAHs collected from the cathode exhaust of fuel cell
operated for 6.4 h and then another 6.4 h for stages 1 and 2
(S1 and S2) PAH samplings, respectively, under different
anode methanol flow rates (2 and 10 mL min–1), methanol
concentration (2 and 4 M), cathode oxygen flow rates (100
and 150 sccm) and temperatures (60°C and 80°C). At methanol
concentration = 2 M, methanol flowrate = 2 mL min–1,
oxygen flowrate = 150 sccm, and cell temperature = 80°C
(standard test condition using HE MEA (run A1)), the
emission concentrations of cathode gas-phase PAHs of S1
and S2 ranged from non-detect (ND) (Acp, PA, FL, Pyr,
BaA, BbF, BkF, BeP, BghiP, and COR) to 10.3 ± 2.54 (Nap)
and ND (NaP, Acp, Flu, PA, FL, Pyr, BaA, CHR, BbF, BkF,
BeP, BghiP, and COR) to 0.148 ± 0.047 (IND) µg Nm–3,
respectively (Fig. 2(a)). Accordingly, the NaP, Flu, and CHR
detected in S1 sampling were not observed in S2 sampling.
In addition, the concentration of each detected PAH species
was significantly greater in S1 than in S2. Therefore, more
PAHs desorption and emission from the cathode in first stage
(S1) sampling than in the second stage (S2) sampling. Nap
and AcPy were significantly dominant than the other PAH
species in S1, while the most predominant PAH species in
S2 was IND.
Unlike the trend observed for run A1, PA was the most
dominant species among detected PAHs in both S1 (0.195 ±
0.244 µg Nm–3) and S2 (0.894 ± 0.059 µg Nm–3), when the
methanol flowrate was raised from 2 to 10 mL min–1
(Fig. 2(b)). Furthermore, the concentrations of NaP, AcPy,
Acp, Ant, Pyr, BaA, BbF, BkF, BeP, BaP, and BghiP were
all below their detection limits in S1, and these PAH species
except Ant were also not detected in S2. This phenomenon
is possibly attributed to the fact that PAHs usually have
smaller Henry’s constants or air-water partition coefficients
with increasing molecular mass at constant temperature
(Shiu and Mackay, 1997), although more desorption of
PAHs from carbon materials into the anode methanol and
methanol crossover through PEM from anode to cathode at
the higher methanol flowrate (fluid convention) might
occurred. The methanol crossover is referred to the movement
of unreacted methanol from anode to cathode through the
membrane in MEA (Kim et al., 2017).
For the same reasons mentioned above, the concentration
profile of cathode gas-phase PAHs emission in S1 at the
higher methanol concentration of 4 M (run C) (Fig. 2(c)) was
quite different from that for run A1 (Fig. 2(a)) or B (Fig. 2(b)).
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Nevertheless, the PAH concentration profile of S1 was
similar to that of S2. The methanol crossover should be
enhanced at the greater methanol concentration (Li and
Faghri, 2013; Tiwari et al., 2013). Additionally, the water
solubility of PAHs approximately decreases with the
increase of aromatic ring number, regardless of their low
water solubility (ER Wiki, 2017). Through reaction 1, CO2
could be generated from the methanol oxidation at anode
during the operation of DMFC and it might partially emit
from the anode due to the air-water exchange of PAH species
based on Henry’s law (Cheng et al., 2018); nevertheless, it
was possible that more CO2 crossover through the separator
might occur at methanol concentration = 4 M, resulting in its
release to the surrounding air from the cathode (Jiang and
Chu, 2002; Li and Faghri, 2013). The emission concentrations
of cathode gas-phase PAHs of S1 and S2 ranged from nondetect (ND) (Ant, Pyr, BaA, BbF, BkF, BeP, BaP, and
BghiP) to 3.82 ± 1.20 (Nap) and ND (the same as those of
S1 except BaP and BghiP) to 0.353 ± 0.043 (Nap) µg Nm–3,
respectively. Hence, the concentrations of individual PAHs
of S1 were almost greater than those of S2.
Effects of Cathode Oxygen Flowrate, Cell Temperature,
and MEA on PAHs Emissions
At oxygen flowrate of 100 sccm, only CHR, BaP, IND,
BbC, and COR were observed in S1, and less PAH species
(Ant, CHR, IND, and COR) were detected in S2 (Fig. 2(d)).
Of all the detected PAHs, the most dominant species in S1
and S2 were IND (0.208 ± 0.064 µg Nm–3) and Ant (0.035 ±
0.021 µg Nm–3), respectively. When compared to run A1
operated at oxygen flowrate = 150 sccm (Fig. 2(a)),
significantly less PAH species and concentration were
observed at oxygen flowrate = 100 sccm. Therefore, decreasing
the flowrate decreased led to more desorption of PAHs from
carbon materials and thus more the PAHs emission from the
cathode exhaust, although the strong π-π interaction between
PAHs and the graphitic structure of carbon materials should
be strong (Kah et al., 2011) and PAHs are relatively easier
to adsorb on than to desorb from the surface of carbon blacks
(Moninot, 2010).
Fig. 2(e) presents the concentration profiles of 21
individual PAHs in cathode emission gas at 60°C. The
concentrations of individual PAHs ranged from ND (Acp,
Flu, Pyr, BaA, BbF, BkF, BeP, BaP, and BghiP) to 0.688 ±
0.740 (AcPy) µg Nm–3 in S1 and from ND (the same as those
of S1 except Acp and Flu) to 1.13 ± 0.60 (NaP) µg Nm–3 in
S2. For the comparison of operations at 60°C (Fig. 2(e)) and
80°C (Fig. 2(a)), it can be seen that the PAHs emission was
lowered with decreasing cell temperature, particularly for
low molecular weight ones (e.g., Nap, AcPy, and PA) in both
S1 and S2. It is reasonable that the desorption of PAHs
should be less at the lower cell temperature. Moreover, the
PAHs should be more present in gas-phase than in waterphase because the air-water partition coefficient or Henry’s
constant of a PAH species increases when temperature rises
(Bamford et al., 1999), although methanol crossover increases
with increasing temperature (Kumar et al., 2014).
The concentrations of individual PAHs ranged from ND
(Pyr, BaA, BbF, BkF, BeP, BaP, PER, IND, DBA, BbC, BghiP,
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and COR) to 7.55 ± 6.54 (NaP) and from ND (the same as
those of S1 except BaP) to 2.30 ± 0.74 (Acp) µg Nm–3 in S1
and S2, respectively (Fig. 2(f)). It is interesting to note that more
PAH species were detected for low and middle molecular
weight PAHs, but an opposite trend was noticed for high
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molecular weight PAHs, when the HE MEA installed in the
DMFC (run A1) was replaced by an E-TEK one (run A2),
although these two runs used the same operating conditions.
The difference in cathode Pt loading along with PAH quantity
on carbon material might be responsible for the observation.

Species

Species

Fig. 2. PAHs concentrations of stage 1 (S1) and S2 of run A1 (methanol flowrate = 2 mL min–1, methanol concentration =
2 M, O2 flowrate = 150 sccm, and cell temperature = 80°C) (a) and the other runs operated at different operating parameters
(b‒f) (n = 3).
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Comparison of PAH Emission Profiles
For further comparison of the concentration profiles of
PAHs obtained in different runs, the concentrations of
individual PAHs were normalized to those of corresponding
Total-PAHs. The fraction (F) of a PAH species (PAHi, i = 1‒
21) can be denoted using the following calculation:

run A1 than the other runs. Therefore, each operating parameter
significantly influenced the pattern of PAH concentration
profile of S1 or S2. This result might be related to the effect
of feeding fuel or gas flowrate or temperature on the PAH
water solubility (ER Wiki, 2017) and the gas-water partitioning
of individual PAH species (Lee et al., 2004).

F (%) of PAHi = 100 × (concentration of PAHi/concentration
of Total-PAHs)
(4)

Effects of Operating Parameters on Total-PAHs and
Total-BaPeq Emissions
At run A1 (standard operation), the concentrations of
molecular-weight (MW) classified PAHs for S1 and S2 varied
with the order LMW- > HMW- > MMW-PAHs (Fig. 4(a))
and HMW- > LMW- > MMW-PAHs (Fig. 4(b)), respectively.
This tendency of S1 (80°C)) at run A1also existed for that at
run E (60°C). However, the MW-classified PAHs for runs C
and A2 followed the same order (LMW- > MMW- > HMWPAHs) which was different from those of runs B (HMW- >
LMW- > MMW-PAHs) and D (HMW- > MMW- > LMWPAHs). On the other hand, runs B, C, D, and E exhibited the
order LMW- > HMW- > MMW-PAHs in the MW-classified
PAHs of S2, different from those of runs A1 (HMW- > LMW> MMW-PAHs) and A2 (LMW- > MMW- > HMW-PAHs).

For the standard test condition, the run A1 using a HE
MEA had different PAH concentration profiles at S1 (Fig. 3(a))
and S2 (Fig. 3(b)), but the run A2 using an E-TEK MEA
showed similar PAH concentration profiles at S1 and S2,
which should be resulted from the difference in PAH amount
on carbon between the two different MEAs. Various
concentration profiles of gas-phase individual PAHs were
also seen for the S1 versus S2 of the same run and the S1
versus S1 or S2 versus S2 of different runs with different
operating parameters. Nevertheless, the PAH concentration
profiles of S1 and S2 were similar for run C which also
exhibited more similar PAH concentration profile of S1 to
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When using HE MEAs, the Total-PAHs concentrations of these
runs were in the order A1 > C > E > D > B for S1, decreasing
with the increases of methanol flowrate and concentration or
the decreases of oxygen flowrate and cell temperature;
however, for S2, this order changed to E > B > C > A1 > D,
increasing with the increases of methanol flowrate and
concentration or the decrease of cell temperature, but
decreasing with the decrease of oxygen flowrate, consistent
with our previous work using another E-TEK MEA (Huang
et al., 2018). The Total-PAHs concentrations of S1 and S2
were higher for E-TEK MEA (run A2) than for HE MEA
(run A1). Consequently, the Total-PAHs concentrations of
these runs for S1 + S2 were in the order A2 > A1 > C > E >
B > D (36.4 ± 10.9, 21.2 ± 4.48, 9.68 ± 3.44, 7.98 ± 3.85,
3.31 ± 0.43, and 0.98 ± 0.21 µg Nm–3, respectively) (Table 1),
decreasing with increasing methanol flowrate and concentration
or decreasing oxygen flowrate and cell temperature.
In this study, the benzo(a)pyrene (BaP)-equivalent
carcinogenic potency (BaPeq) of a PAH species was calculated
from the product of its toxic equivalence factor (TEF) and
concentration (Nisbet and LaGoy, 1992). The PAH-derived
Total-BaPeq concentrations, followed the orders A1 > E > D >
C > B for S1 (Fig. 4(a)) and A1 > E > B > C > D (Fig. 4(b)) for
S2. As a result, the Total-BaPeq concentrations of these runs
of S1 + S2 were in the order A1 > E > B ≈ C > D (409 ± 226,
257 ± 51.7, 102 ± 32.6, 102 ± 40.7, and 98.7 ± 30.3 ng Nm–3,
respectively) (Table 1), also decreasing with increasing
methanol flowrate and concentration or decreasing oxygen
flowrate and cell temperature. The Total-BaPeq concentrations
of S1 and S2 were both greater for run A1 than for run A2,
so The Total-BaPeq concentration of S1 + S2 was higher for
run A1 than for run A2 (82.3 ± 35.3 ng Nm–3) (Table 1). This
result is majorly attributed to the difference in concentration
for PAH species (BaP and DBA) with TEF = 1.
Polarization Curves and Emission Factors
For the DMFC installed with similar HE MEAs in
different runs, the polarization (current-potential) curves in
Fig. 5(a) shows that runs A1, B, C, and D had similar cell
performances, but the cell performance decreased as cell

temperature decreased from 80°C to 60°C. This finding is
coincident with the fact that the performance of a DMFC
increases with an increase in cell temperature, although
methanol crossover also increases with increasing temperature
(Bahrami and Faghri, 2013; Kumar et al., 2014). Furthermore,
the impedance responses (containing both real (Z’) and
imaginary (–Z”) components) in Fig. 5(b) presents that the
activation impedances of runs A1, B, C, and D were similar
but significantly lower than that of run E, also supporting the
result of polarization test in Fig. 5(a).
Table 1 summarizes the emission factors (EFs) of gas-phase
Total-PAHs and Total-BaPeq for S1 and S2 and their sums
(S1 + S2) under different operating variables. The Total-PAHs
EFs of different runs varied from 0.06 ± 0.02 to 2.38 ± 0.52
and from 0.01 ± 0.02 to 0.69 ± 0.78 µg g-electrode–1 for S1
and S2, respectively, while those of S1+S2 ranged from
0.07 ± 0.03 to 2.44 ± 0.52 µg g-electrode–1, decreasing with
increasing methanol flowrate and concentration or decreasing
oxygen flowrate and cell temperature. A similar trend was
also observed for the EFs of Total-BaPeq with the ranges of
(2.42 ± 1.96)−(30.8 ± 22.8), (0.55 ± 0.71)−(16.3 ± 12.5), and
(7.58 ± 2.32)−(47.1 ± 26.0) ng g-electrode–1, for S1, S2, and
S1+S2, respectively. When operating at the same condition,
the EFs of Total-PAHs of S1, S2, and S1 + S2 for run A1
using HE MEA were all smaller than those of run A2 using
E-TEK MEA, opposite to the tendency for their EFs of
Total-BaPeq. This phenomenon should be related to the
greater cathode Pt-loading needing more carbon support and
GDL materials and the difference in concentration for high
TEF PAH species (BaP and DBA).
For comparison purpose, a power-based emission factor
can be used when considering those used for general power
generators; however, it is likely that the emission concentration
of gas-phase Total-PAHs of DMFC may diminish to ND
after operation for a period of time. To reduce the gas-phase
Total-PAHs emission of DMFC, the operating condition of
run D is suggested because it had the lowest EFs of TotalPAHs and Total-BaPeq among the tested runs, although its
cell performance was slightly lower than that of run A1
(standard test condition).
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CONCLUSIONS
In this study, at the standard test condition (run A1), the
emission concentrations of cathode gas-phase PAHs of S1
and S2 ranged from ND to 10.3 ± 2.54 (Nap) and ND to 0.148
± 0.047 (IND) µg Nm–3, respectively. More PAH species
were detected the cathode in S1 than in S2. The Total-PAHs
and Total-BaPeq concentrations of S1 + S2 were 21.2 ±
4.48 µg Nm–3 and 409 ± 226 ng Nm–3, respectively.
The run A1 using a HE MEA had different PAH
concentration profiles of S1 and S2, but the run A2 using an
E-TEK MEA showed similar PAH concentration profiles of
S1 and S2. Each operating parameter significantly influenced
the pattern of PAH concentration profile of S1 or S2. The
concentrations of molecular-weight (MW) classified PAHs
for S1 and S2 varied with the order LMW- > HMW- >
MMW-PAHs and HMW- > LMW- > MMW-PAHs,
respectively. The Total-PAHs and Total-BaPeq concentrations
of different runs for S1+S2 were in the order A2 > A1 > C >
E > B > D (36.4±10.9)‒(0.98±0.21) µg Nm–3 and A1 > E >
B ≈ C > D (409 ± 226)‒(98.7 ± 30.3) ng Nm–3, respectively,
decreasing with increasing methanol flowrate and concentration
or decreasing oxygen flowrate and cell temperature.
Runs A1, B, C, and D had similar cell performances, but
the cell performance decreased as cell temperature decreased
from 80°C to 60°C. The EFs of Total-PAHs and Total-BaPeq
of S1+S2 for different runs ranged from 0.07 ± 0.03 to 2.44
± 0.52 µg g-electrode–1 and from 7.58 ± 2.32 to 47.1 ±
26.0 ng g-electrode–1, also decreasing with increasing methanol
flowrate and concentration or decreasing oxygen flowrate
and cell temperature. At the same operating condition, run
A1 emitted more Total-PAHs and Total-BaPeq than run A2.
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